Minutes of the Meeting of St. Ives Neighbourhood Plan Transport Group
Date: Tuesday 21st May 2013 at 7pm.
Venue: Committee Room, St. Ives Guildhall
Present: Morag Robertson – Chairperson
Alan Clegg – Vice Chairperson
Geoff Williamson
Matt Hayter
Tony Beavon
Derek Milton – Secretary
Apologies for Absence:
Paul Douglas
Roger Tomkinson
Declaration of Member Interests:
None
Minutes: The minutes of the meeting held on the 23rd April 2013 were approved. It
was resolved that the minutes be adopted and signed by the Chairman as a true record.
Issue 1 – Replacement of Chairman
Because the current chairman is now a Town Councillor it was decided the
decision to replace her will be deferred for one or two meetings when in all
probability Alan Clegg will be able to takeover with Geoff Williamson becoming
Vice Chairman
Issue 2 – Venues of Meetings:
There was difficulty booking an outside venue particularly at relatively
short notice with both Halsetown and subsequently Carbis Bay tried without success
and it was decided to refer this to the Steering Group with the suggestion that the
Neighbourhood Plan Office book venues ahead in Halsetown, Carbis Bay and Lelant
with the topic groups subsequently being allocated them. It was conveyed that Lelant
are holding its own independent group meetings with the first being attended by three
individuals.
Issue 3 – Road Show:
Tony Beavan expressed a wish to organise these for the purpose of
promoting the Neighbourhood Plan and it was decided that he report back in more
detail at the next meeting.
Issue 4 – Visiting Associations:
Derek Milton expressed concerns of getting the broader public involved
and suggested this idea and it was decided that this be referred to the Steering Group
Issue 5 – Communication:
Geoff Williamson and Alan Clegg to consider the transport sector. Matt
Hayter and Morag Robertson to consider the general community for wider invitations.
Tony Beavan suggested a roadshow to attract attention and explain the
Neighbourhood Plan.
Issue 6 – Traffic Congestion:
At the end of the meeting Tony Beavan distributed his ideas on this
which the secretary recommends be discussed at the next meeting
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Issue 7 – Budget:
This be deferred until the next meeting.
Date of Next Meeting which is at Chy-An-Gweal Chapel meeting room at Carbis
Bay: Wednesday 26th June 2013 at 7pm.
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